Schedule Projects BA and MA Winter 2019/20

27.09.19  Introduction at 08h15
27.09.19  Start of projects in separate rooms at 09h00

22.11.19  Project check-up on project management (MA => Prof. Rabe; BA => Prof. Weber/ Rieschel)

15.01.20  Delivery of the project folder with final report and of the final presentation to E. Lempa (10h00 – 12h00am, room Z 104, evelyn.lempa@hs-niederrhein.de)

17.01.20  Final Presentations
08h15 – 12h00 BA
09h00 – 12h00 MA

Projects

BA 1    Spinning – Weaving: Construction of Effect Yarns and their use as Design Elements in Fabrics
BA 2    Denim – a phenomenon?
BA 3    Create your own Smart Textile Bag
BA 4    Comparing the Business Strategies of the discounting segment and the luxury segment in different industries (f.e.: fashion, cars, jeweler)
BA 5    Development Of Short-Time Trainings For Management Tools
BA 6    Design Trend Report 2022
BA 7    Future Textiles Forecast

MA 1    Creating functional textiles through zinc oxide coatings
MA 2    Applied Plasma Functionalization
MA 3    3D-Printing and Its Potential for Functional Textiles
MA 4    Strategy Adjustments and their influence on financials – Comparison of Amazon, Mc Donald’s and Siemens –
MA 5    Employment Policy in Textile Industry: Working Conditions vs. Social Challenge
MA 6    Occupational Safety and Health in the Textile Chain